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Abstract:
Ground thermal conductivity and borehole thermal resistance are key parameters for the design of
closed Ground-Source Heat Pump (GSHP) systems. The standard method to determine these
parameters is the Thermal Response Test (TRT). This test analyses the ground thermal response
to a constant heat power injection or extraction by measuring inlet and outlet temperatures of the
fluid at the top of the borehole heat exchanger. These data are commonly evaluated by models
considering the ground being homogeneous and isotropic. This approach estimates an effective
ground thermal conductivity representing an average of the thermal conductivity of the different
layers crossed by perforation. In order to obtain a thermal conductivity profile of the ground as a
function of depth two additional inputs are needed, first, a measurement of the borehole
temperature profile and, second, an analysis procedure taking into account ground is not
homogeneous. This work presents an analysis procedure, complementing the standard TRT
analysis, estimating the thermal conductivity profile from a temperature profile along the borehole
during the test. The analysis procedure is implemented by a 3D Finite Element Model (FEM) in
which depth depending thermal conductivity of the subsoil is estimated by fitting simulation results
with experimental data. The methodology is evaluated by the recorded temperature profiles
throughout a TRT in a BHE monitored facility, which allowed the detection of a highly conductive
layer at 25 meters depth.
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1. Introduction
To reduce primary energy consumption and emissions of green house gases, more and
more attentions are paid to GSHP as heating ventilation and cooling system (HVAC) to
conditioning spaces into buildings and to provide hot water [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In general, a
typical GSHP system mainly consists of a heat pump, a group of borehole heat exchangers
and indoor units. Commonly are coupled with the ground as heat source or sink for
exchanging energy by circulation of heat carrier fluid in the tubes of BHEs [6, 7]. The
GSHP system takes advantage of subsoil high thermal inertia that remains at a constant
temperature, that is more favourable than the outside, so higher energy efficiency can be
obtained as compared to traditional air-conditioning systems [8].
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The performance of GSHP systems is determined by ground stratigraphy in which thermal
conductivity, ground water flow and initial temperature play an essential role [9, 10]
Detailed and accurate information of thermal behaviour of subsoil layers crossed by
perforation is a prerequisite for improving the ratio between the heat transfer optimization
and cost of the installations [11]. Namely, for determination of the maximum heat transfer
using the minimum length of the GHE installations.
In order to estimate heat transfer at the vertical BHE, diverse numerical and analytical
methods have been proposed from data obtained in field investigation studies [12, 13].
Currently, the more extended method is the TRT based on Infinite Line Source Model
(ILS) [14], which describes conductive heat transfer in a homogeneous medium with a
constant temperature at infinite boundaries. The TRT consists in applying a constant
power input to the soil by a fluid flow inside the pipes and monitoring changes of
temperatures at inlet and outlet of the perforation. Mainly two parameters are obtained:
, and borehole thermal resistance,
, by following
effective thermal conductivity,
theory proposed by Hellström et al. [15]. However, it is difficult to accomplish the
optimum design of a GHE and some factors as significant temperature variations produced
by weather conditions, pipe insulation, variations in the power source, heterogeneous
distribution of subsurface properties… can affect the measuring output of TRT.
Additionally, standard TRT measuring output can be considerably affected by the
advection effect of groundwater flows and lead to an undesirable deviation of the
[16].
Some other studies [17, 18, 19] presented the importance of groundwater flow on
improving the performance of BHE and argued that those effects should not be neglected.
From the point of view of engineering applications, this enhanced effect is favourable for
reducing the possible imbalance between heat injection and extraction from and to the
ground, which is helpful for the long-term operation of GSHP systems. For a specific
energy demand of a GSHP system, accounting for the axial effects can lower the required
length and numbers of boreholes. Marcotte et al. [20] showed for an example design
problem that the calculated borehole length could be 15 % shorter when axial effects are
considered, which conclusively means a more cost-efficient system. Chiasson et al. [21],
Wang et al. [22] and Fan et al. [23] evaluated the effects of groundwater flow on the heat
transfer into the BHE. They concluded that groundwater flow enhances heat transfer
between the BHE and the aquifer. In this case, shorter or less BHEs are needed for the
same technical performance.
In the last decades various investigations have been conducted to reliably calculate TRTs
influenced by groundwater flow. One possibility to calculate the influence of groundwater
flow is a stepwise TRT evaluation based on the Kelvin line source theory [24]. Witte et al.
[25] illustrated an increasing value with increasing evaluation time step size as an
indicator for groundwater flow. Another possibility is the suggested analytical solution by
Molina-Giraldo et al. [26] based on a Moving Finite Line Source model (MFLS) which
takes into account both aspects: groundwater flow and axial effects overcoming the
limitations of previous analytical models [27, 28]. The analytical procedure is verified
with a finite element model and is concluded that the performance of axial effects
essentially depends on the groundwater velocity in the aquifer and the length of the
borehole heat exchanger. Some other studies based on the recorded data during the TRT
and finite element simulations analysed the importance of natural subsurface conditions,
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such as vertical geothermal gradients and thermal dispersion [29]. And later, a parameter
estimation strategy to calculate information about the actual Darcy velocity based on
MFLS was presented by Wagner et al. [30, 31], which is sensitive to conduction and
advection.
However, these concepts provide neither information about the exact location of the
underground water flow nor information about the depth-depending thermal conductive
parameters of heterogeneous ground profiles. For overcoming that, novel strategies are
developed based on Distribution Temperature Sensing (DTS) system [32]. In DTS
systems, optical fiber thermometer is placed along the inlet pipe of the installation, from
which the vertical temperature distribution can be measured. Hence, thermal conductivity
of the ground can be evaluated along depth [33]. Fujii et al. [34] performed a comparative
study on conventional TRT and the enhanced TRT on DTS. The obtained effective
thermal conductivity for both cases is very similar and furthermore, the enhanced TRT
indicated the presence of a highly conductive region due to the presence of an aquifer.
Wagner and Rohner et al. [35] showed how specific layers with groundwater flow
(enhanced λ values) can be estimated. Nevertheless, the cost of the required equipment
for optical fiber thermometer is high and the process to guarantee the correct placement
along the diameter of the pipes can be difficult.
In this research work, an innovative analysis procedure to obtain a detailed depthdepending thermal conductivity profile along vertical BHE subsoil surrounding is
presented. The vertical thermal conductivity gradient is estimated from an additional
temperature profile along an auxiliary pipe during an experimental TRT and by fitting a
3D finite element model with test results. Likewise, the measured additional temperature
profile along an auxiliary pipe by a wired digital temperature probe overcomes the
limitations of the methods discussed above.
This paper is divided as follows. Firstly, a BHE built at Universidad Politécnica de
Valencia campus of 40 meters depth and composed by six different layers of geological
strata is described and the obtained data throughout a TRT of 1 kW are presented.
Secondly, the analysis procedure to estimate the thermal conductivity profile of the subsoil
layers crossed by perforation based on a finite element model is described. Thirdly, the
obtained results after applying the procedure to the recorded data from the performed 1
kW TRT are presented, which allows the detection of a highly conductive layer at 25
meters depth. Finally as conclusions, the obtained results and the hypothetical causes of
the discovered thermal conductivity profile are discussed.

Nomenclature:
Tin: Water temperature inside inlet pipe
Tout: Water temperature inside outlet pipe
Tavg: Water average temperature between inlet and outlet pipes
Top: Temperature inside observer pipe
Top(z): Observer pipe temperature related to depth
Top(z,t): Observer pipe temperature related to depth and time
Top_simu(z,t): Simulated observer pipe temperature related to depth and time
Top_exp(z,t): Experimental observer pipe temperature related to depth and time
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TSS: Near subsoil temperature
Tssl: Far subsoil temperature
Rpp: Thermal resistance between pipes
Rpo: Thermal resistance between pipes and observer pipe
Rog: Thermal resistance between observer pipe and near ground
Rgg: Thermal resistance between near ground and far ground
Rbo: Thermal resistance between borehole and observer pipe
λb: Borehole grouting material thermal conductivity
λs(z): Borehole surroundings thermal conductivity profile
λeff: Effective thermal conductivity, the mean thermal conductivity of the surrounding
subsurface
Rb: Heat transfer between pipes and borehole wall

2. Experimental facility and data
On the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia campus is available a BHE of 40 m depth, 160
mm drill diameter and two geothermal independent pipes ALB GEROtherm PE-100 of 40
mm diameter and, 29 and 39 m long respectively. The pipes are disposed with a turn of
90º between them, keeping uniform the distance between the pipes of the geothermal
probes with separators of polyethylene distributed every meter depth. The borehole was
drilled by rotopercussion technic with a metallic cylinder contention, which was not
extracted during refilling phase. Samples of the subsoil stratigraphy were taken during the
drilling to determine composition. In figure 1 is depicted the geological profile and a
diagram of the pipes disposal inside drilling and in figure 2 is shown an image of the
installation.
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Figgure 1. Geoological proffile and disttribution off geothermall probes insiide the drillling.
The oobtained sam
mples weree mixed withh water durring its transportation aand thus weere not
suitabble for an accurate analyse off thermal characteristi
c
ics of geollogical layers in
laborratory tests. Consequeently, only was analyysed the ddry material and a thhermal
conduuctivity thatt varies betw
ween 1.5 W
W/mK to 2.0 W/mK wass estimated from
f
thermaal data
tabless. Besides, from otherr geologicall studies peerformed in 2008 throuughout a buuilding
consttruction neaar the facilitty, a stratigrraphic profi
file that mattched with tthe sampless taken
durinng the drilliing was obbtained. Speecifically, itt was condducted by a rotating ddrilling
technnique in whiich sampless were obtaiined unchannged. In the analysis off this stratiggraphic
colum
mn the presence of a groundwaterr level about 4 meters ddepth was detected
d
andd from
sampples and labooratory testss a content oof moisture between 144 % and 30 % was meassured.
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Figure 2. Phhotography of
F
o the experrimental insttallation at UPV Camppus. a) Tin, Tout
temperature probes; b) Groound temperrature probee; c) Hydrauulic subsysteem; d) Equip
ipment
of conttrol and acqquisition.
EX 32.5 rafff concrete aand bentonite in a propportion
The ddrilling filling is done with CEME
of tw
welve parts oof concrete aand one of bbentonite. T
This filling solution
s
is suuitable for ttypical
Valenncian soil, rich
r
in moisture and water
w
flows. The drillinng was perfformed in May
M of
2010 and duringg the next months
m
the teemperature inside the ppipes was m
monitored inn order
to deetermine whhen the soill recoveredd its temperrature beforre the drillinng. In figurre 3 a
graphh with the innside tempeerature of thhe 39 m deppth pipes is ddepicted froom its inserttion in
the exxchanger unntil the stabiilization witth the surrouunding grouund, processs that lastedd about
6 months.
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Figuure 3. Tempperature evoolution insidde and alongg the 39 m ddepth pipe frrom the inseertion
date untill thermal staabilization.
An equipment too perform hheat injectioon TRT wass provided to
t the installlation, conssisting
of ann electronic adjustable circulatingg pump, a hheating resisstor of 3 x 1 kW / 2220V; a
flowm
meter; a 5 liters expaansion tankk; temperatuure probes at input annd output of the
exchaanger, connnected to ann acquisitionn system thhrough a 4 wire
w 4 – 200 mA loop of TC
Direcct adjusted in a range from 0 ºC to 50 ºC. The
T temperaature sensorrs were caliibrated
throuugh a thermaal bath and an electronnic precisionn thermomeeter, perform
ming a two points
lineall adjustmennt within thee dynamic raange from 0 ºC to 50 ºC
C chosen forr the sensorss.
Furthhermore, an energy meter was empployed for m
monitoring electric pow
wer source of the
installlation and a meteoroloogical station for measuuring surfacce environm
mental tempeerature
and hhumidity. T
The full systtem was maanaged from
m a PC withh a touch sccreen and Innternet
accesss that perfformed acquuisition andd register oof the data during the TRT, throough a
progrram developped in Matlaab.
On 9th March 20011 at 11:000 a 1 kW heeat injectionn TRT was started, usinng the geothhermal
pipe of 29 meterrs length, annd leaving thhe one of 399 meters fillled with water in order to use
it as an
a observerr pipe and m
measure the ttemperaturee profiles duuring the TR
RT. A flow oof 410
l/h off water withhout glycol was fixed, and
a the PC program waas configureed to acquirre data
with a 3 minuutes period.. The test lasted 3 days, with an enviroonmental avverage
temperature of 110.6 ºC, oscillating betw
ween the maaximum of 18.1 ºC andd the minim
mum of
6.5 ººC. Figure 4 depicts the tempoorary evoluution of ennvironment temperaturre and
temperature evoolution at inlet (Tin) and outleet (Tout) off the TRT during 3 days.
Tempperature proofiles at inllet and outllet show soome fluctuaations that ccorrespond to the
envirronment tem
mperature vaariations durring the testt realization.
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Figgure 4. Inlett, outlet andd environmennt temperatuure evolutioon during thhe analysed TRT
injjection of 1 kW.
An aapproximation of the eeffective thhermal condductivity paarameter off the grounnd was
calcuulated applying the ILS model of Kelvin
K
[36] to
t the obtainned experim
mental data dduring
the T
TRT. Figure 5 shows tw
wo straight ssections thatt give higheer conductivvity estimatiion for
the fiinal test houurs than forr the first teest hours, deeviating from the ILS m
model preddiction.
The oobserved beehaviour is typical sceenario of areas with prresence of m
moisture or water
flowss produced by
b the greatter heat absoorption of thhe layers aff
ffected by grroundwater flows.
In thiis case the tturning poinnt is placed at 10 hourss from the bbeginning off the TRT aand the
last stretch bassed on TRT
T sizing ggave a borrehole resisstance of 00.12 K/W and a
conduuctivity of 22.41 W/m K
K.
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Figuure 5. Semiloogarithmic rrepresentatiion of the avverage fluidd temperaturre
–
as a
function of the variable x during a T
TRT injectionn of 1 kW annd the calcuulated effecttive
conductivityy.
Additionally, froom the begiinning of thhe TRT the ttemperaturee profile waas obtained in one
was not useed in this TR
RT for heaat exchanginng and
of the 39 meterss length pippe, which w
nameed before ass observer pipe. The meeasured dataa are depicteed in figuree 6. Each coloured
markked line corrresponds too a temperaature profilee along the observer ppipe throughh time
from 9th Marchh (start of T
TRT) until 12th Marchh (end of T
TRT). Furthhermore, thhe five
dasheed black linnes show the edges bettween geoloogical strataa determinedd by the obbtained
sampples during tthe drilling.
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Figuure 6. Tempeerature proffiles along the
t observerr pipe duringg the analyssed TRT injeection
of 1 kW. Colouured markedd lines: five temperaturre profiles taaken from 9th March to 12th
March. Dashed lines: edges of geoological layyers determiined during the drillingg.
To oobtain the temperaturee data insiide the obsserver pipee, a waterpproof sensoor was
conneected to an end of a 50 m length caable. This w
wired digitall sensor onlyy requires 2 wires
for thhe connectioon and it traansmits tem
mperature daata in digitaal format, reeducing the errors
that ccould be prooduced due to the cablee length. Thhe accuracy of the meassurement is 0.5 ºC
in thee range from -10 ºC to
t 85 ºC, annd it has a maximum resolution of
o 12 bits, thus a
temperature resoolution of 0.0625 ºC is aachieved.
i descending the sennsor at
The process off obtaining a temperatture profilee consists in
prefixxed depths of 0.5 meteers in the firrst 4 meterss of the drilling, and att 1 meter beetween
the 5 meters andd 28 meters depth. Thenn again at 0..5 meters beetween 28.55 and 30.5, eending
d
withh 1 meters ggaps. At eacch measurinng point, thee sensor waas held in poosition
the descent
for 5 seconds for thermal sttabilization, before new
w temperatuure data wass taken at thhe next
depthh. A temperature profilee disturbancce was creatted as the seensor was loowered but it was
not taaken into account
a
due to its smalll size (<5 mm
m ø). Thiis sensor was also caliibrated
with the same eqquipment ussed with thee temperaturre sensors disposed
d
aloong the rest of the
installlation.
Afterr a careful drilling exeecution, insertion of geeothermal pprobes and filling proccess, a
borehhole with thhe same therrmal characteristics forr the whole vvolume wass built. Therrefore,
the m
measured ttemperaturee variationss inside thhe observerr pipe willl be due to
t the
conduuctivity values of geological layerrs. And heaat transfer bbetween the borehole and the
subsooil can be evvaluated.
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3. P
Procedu
ure to es
stimate therma
al condu
uctivity
The aim of thiss research work is to estimate the
t thermal conductiviity profile of the
borehhole surrounnding layerrs crossed bby perforatioon, from thhe registeredd data throuughout
the exxecution off a TRT. Duue to the fact that TRT considers thhe medium homogenouus, and
heat transmissioon in solidds as a meechanism of diffusion,, an infinitte set of subsoil
s
conduuctivity proofiles (λs(z))) would gennerate the saame set of data
d
for thee recorded Tin and
Tout dduring the execution. Additional informatioon is necesssary in ordder to restriict the
possiible set of tthermal connductivity profiles to only one. Inn this approaach, the datta that
will impose
i
the last restricttion is takenn as a seriees of verticaal temperatuure profiles inside
the fi
filling of thee exchangerr, measuredd in determiined time peeriods (Top((z,t)). In addition,
only heat transm
mission in soolid will be cconsiders ass heat transffer mechanissm.
If an exchanger is analysedd by the moodel of therm
mal resistannces and cappacitances, across
E can be deppicted by a ddelta networrk [37], suchh as the onee in figure 7a.
sectioon of a BHE

Figgure 7. a) Reesistances and
a capacitaances modell by delta neetwork across a sectionn of a
BH
HE. b) Previious model ssimplificatioon by an equivalent cirrcuit
This network cann be simplified by an eequivalent circuit
c
formed only for 2 resistances and
2 cappacitances, aas is shown in figure 7bb. If a carefu
fully BHE coonstruction is performeed, Rbo
will bbe constantt in all the domain off the groutinng material and Rog w
will vary its value
accorrdingly to thhe thermal ccharacteristiics of the geological laayer for whiich is surrouunded.
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Thus, the temperature (Top(z)) will change in function of Rog resistance that is dependent
on the conductivity of the subsoil.
In this approach, a 3D finite element model simulation is employed, in order to adjust a
series of temperature profiles taken inside the borehole (Top(z,t)). The procedure is
initiated by assigning the effective thermal conductivity obtained from the TRT to both
borehole and subsoil, and is performed a simulation of the TRT. Once the simulation is
finished, the obtained temperature profiles are compared with those measured during the
experimental TRT, and thermal conductivity of the subsoil is modified based on the
following algorithm:
If max(abs(Top_simu(z,t) – Top_exp(z,t))) > ε
If (Top_simu(z,t) < Top_exp(z,t)) then increase λs(z)
If (Top_simu(z,t) > Top_exp(z,t)) then decrease λs(z)
Start a new simulation
Else Simulations are completed
Namely, it will be conducted as many simulations and adjustments of thermal conductivity
profiles λs(z) as it will be necessary for reaching an error smaller than the desired value
between the measured temperature profiles during the TRT and the obtained during the
simulation. The resultant conductivity profile is taken as the one that represents the subsoil
surroundings of the exchanger.

4. Application of the procedure to an experimental TRT
In this paragraph the previously elaborated procedure is applied to the recorded data from
the experimental TRT of 1kW heat injection described before. A 3D finite element model
with the same geometry of the experimental BHE is developed using COMSOL
Multiphysics ® version 4.4. Then, the model is adjusted to fit with the measured data in
order to estimate the thermal conductivity profile of the borehole surrounding layers.
From all the modules available, the Heat Transfer in Solid (ht) and Non-Isothermal Pipe
Flow (nipfl) have been used.
The simulations have been completed under following conditions:
 Only heat transmission in solid has been considered into borehole and
surroundings (convective effects has been neglected).
 Thermal parameters of borehole grouting materials have been considered
constants, λb = constant, Cp = constant, ρ = constant.
 Thermal conductivity of surrounding has been defined as depth dependent, λs(z),
and has been adjusted in order to fit the temperature profile into observer pipe.
In order to simplify computer operations and to reduce the calculation time, a symmetry
plane defined by the pipes that form the U of the exchanger has been considered, which
has reduced the total volume of the model by half. In figure 8 is presented the resultant
model after applying symmetry, in which is possible to appreciate the two contained
domains as two concentric cylinders. The smaller cylinder of 0.08 m radius, represents the
perforation filled with the grouting material in which the U pipes are inserted, and the
12

otherr cylinder off 0.75 m, thhe subsoil voolume in whhich the heaat is transfeerred. Lookiing for
the optimal voluume to simuulate the borrehole, two models werre built withh different subsoil
s
m
werre very
radiuus, one of 0.75 m and aanother of 1 m. The obttained resultts for both models
similar, with a m
maximum difference
d
oof 0.083 ºC and a relattive error oof 0.03 % inn both
meassured pointss (Tin and Tout). Afterr, another m
model of rradius 0.6 m was buiilt and
comppared with tthe model oof 1 m raddius obtaininng an absollute error of
o 0.235 ºC and a
relatiive error off 0.9 %. Thereby, the ddecision of employing a 0.75 m radius
r
for subsoil
s
volum
me was takeen due to thhe model sim
mplicity andd behaviour similaritiess. Since sym
mmetry
onto XZ plane hhas been ussed the final model is displayed shaped as a 30 meters length
I table 1 the configuuration dataa of the deeveloped 3D
D model ccan be
semi--cylinder. In
appreeciated.

Figurre 8. 3D moodel of the eexperimental exchangerr implementted in COMSSOL Multipphysics
4.4.
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Parameter
Borehole depth
Borehole radius
Outer radius of U-tube pipe
Inner radius of U-tube pipe
Centre to centre half distance
Pipe thermal conductivity
Pipes length
Ground radius
Ground deep

Value
30 m
0.08 m
0.02 m
0.016 m
0.06 m
0.6 W/m K
29 m
0.75 m
30 m

Table 1. Simulation parameters.
After establishing a finite geometry, both domains were defined with equal characteristics
assigning the effective conductivity of 2.41 W/m K obtained during the last stretch of the
realized experimental TRT.
Therefore, for the first simulation both domains were configured with a thermal
conductivity of 2.41 W/m K, a density of 1800 kg/m3 and a specific heat capacity of 2000
J/kg K. The simulation was set up using an injected power of 950 W and a caudal of 420
l/hour. The initial temperature value of the topsoil was established as the recorded average
value of 16 ºC throughout the days of the TRT implementation. As well as, the layers of
the ground were initialised with the obtained temperature values along the observer pipe
before the beginning of the TRT.
Another important factor that directly affects to the simulation time and accuracy is the
model meshing. Some simulation trials were run with different user-defined meshing
configurations until the most suitable solution was found in the simplest model as less
time was used in converging to a solution without lose accuracy in the results. Finally, a
model meshing with a maximum size of element of 0.25 m, a minimum size of 0.03 m, a
factor curvature of 0.3, a narrow regions resolution of 0.85 and a maximum growth of 1.35
elements was selected. With those parameters, 423.256 tetrahedral elements for model
domains were obtained. Another model composed of 684.863 elements was built and
simulated in order to check if the accuracy was improved but, after comparing both
results, an absolute error of 0.005 ºC and a relative error of 0.05 % were obtained. A third
model with 265.088 elements was built obtaining an absolute error of 0.013 ºC and a
relative error of 0.05 % compared to the model of 423.256, but with similar simulation
time. In consequence the decision of employing a model with 423256 elements was taken.
Temporal parameters of simulation were established as follow: total simulation time of 3.1
days, maximum step of 100 seconds and data registration every 20 minutes.
Then, the calculated effective thermal conductivity from TRT datasets were adjusted to
both domains and, the first simulation was conducted. In figure 9 the obtained Tin and Tout
temperature profiles from simulation are presented in superposition with the recorded data
during the experimental TRT. Additionally, in a similar manner, in figure 10 is depicted
the superposition of simulated temperature profiles and the obtained ones along the
observer pipe during the experimental TRT.
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Figuure 9. Superpposition of Tin – Tout tem
mperature eevolution duuring a TRT
T and the obttained
oness in the initial simulatioon. Experimental data (thick
(
lines) and temperrature simullation
(thin lines).

Figuure 10. Superposition of
o experimenntal data aloong the observer pipe aand the obtaained
data from the initial simulation. E
Experimentaal data (coloored markedd lines) andd
teemperaturee simulation (black liness).
The nnext phase oof the simullation was im
mplementedd by adjustinng the condductivity vallues of
the ssubsoil. Following thee proposedd analysis procedure,
p
the model adjustmennt was
15

continnued with the
t iterative set of simuulations. In tthis case, a maximum temperature
t
e value
betweeen sampless of 0.3 ºC w
was selectedd because thhe error in thhe sensor m
measurementt range
from 20 ºC to 25 ºC is bbounded beetween 1.5 % and 1.22 %, whichh was conssidered
accepptable in ouur approach. After a few
w iterations,, was possibble to get ann improvem
ment in
the addjustment bbetween the experimenttal TRT dataa and simulation resultss, maintainiing the
correespondence both in the evolution oof the tempeeratures Tin and Tout annd in the obbserver
pipe, as is presennted in the ggraph of figuure 11.

F
Figure 11. Suuperpositionn of temperaatures profiles evolution along the observer piipe
durinng the TRT aand the obtaained resultts from finall simulation. Experimenntal data (coolored
marked lines) and temp
mperature sim
mulation (ggarnet lines).
Besiddes, in figuure 12 is shhown the reesultant adjjusted therm
mal conducttivity distribution
alongg the verticaal subsoil layyers from thhe last simuulation (usinng the best aachieved setttings).
It is noteworthyy to observee the high cconductivityy layers loccated betweeen the 24 and
a 26
meterrs depth.
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F
Figure
12. Co
Conductivity profile in thhe geologicaal layers off the subsoil obtained froom
simulation.
Moreeover, two hheat injectiion TRT off 2 kW andd 3 kW were conducteed over thee same
installlation, on 222nd Novem
mber 2010 aand on 15thh Decemberr 2010, resppectively. Inn those
tests it was not rregistered thhe observerr pipe tempeerature proffiles with ennough spatiial and
me proceduree described above
temporal resoluttion, so it waas not possiible to perfoorm the sam
ming to test the developped 3D
for obbtaining thee subsoil connductivitiess profile. Although, aim
FEM
M with moree experimenntal data annd differentt heat sourrces, the reccorded Tin – Tout
temperature proffiles for thee TRT of 2 kW and 3 kW were compared w
with resultss from
simullation. For tthat, two sim
mulations w
were carried on over preeviously adjjusted modeel, one
with a power of 2 kW and oother with a power of 3 kW. The ccomparison between obbtained
a depictedd in figure 13, which prresents
simullation valuees and the reegistered in the TRTs are
a quitte accurate adjustment.
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Figure 13. Superposition between the obtained data in experimental TRT for 2 kW and 3
kW between the obtained results from model simulation.

5. Conclusions
One of the main findings of this research work is the estimated conductivity profile of
geothermal layers crossed by perforation from the results of a 3D finite element model
simulation. The presented novel temperature profile is an additional measurement that can
be implemented in combination with the conventional TRT enhancing the obtained results.
This methodology does not require samples of ground stratigraphy and has been possible
to obtain a thermal conductivity profile of the subsoil by the recorded data during the
suggested enhanced TRT. Furthermore, the calculated effective thermal conductivity of
2.41 W/m K during the experimental TRT agreed with the obtained value from
simulations, demonstrating the applicability and reliability of the testing and data
interpretation methods. Also, the recorded U pipe inlet and outlet and observer pipe
temperature profiles during the experimental TRT are very similar to the achieved results
from simulation.
The obtained thermal conductivity profile presents an accurate adjustment of the
temperatures along the observer pipe, except for a region located between 24 and 26
meters that may be caused by the groundwater advection effects. The development of a
new model in which conduction and advection are taken into account will likely improve
the obtained results. In such case, more detailed information of the axial effects can be
interpreted, as for example, an estimation of the location and the velocity of underground
water flows.
To sum up, the proposed enhanced TRT and the analysis procedure are validated as a
useful method to identify the position of the groundwater flow in a borehole subsoil
surroundings. The location of groundwater flow can help to improve heat transfer
efficiency of BHE. Therefore, the obtained data could easily parameterize the length of the
drilling for implementing a totally optimized heat exchanger in order to maximize the
W/m relation of the thermal transfer. The findings of this study will provide valuable
information for thermal conductivity measurements in field and will improve the
performance analysis of BHE in layered subsurface.
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